
Grounds and Environmental Services Committee        Agenda Item No:15

Date: 4th December 2017 

Title: Parson’s Close Recreation Ground - 
Bandstand

Purpose of the Report: To seek Member endorsement to replace 
the Bandstand’s balustrades and 
undertake a full redecoration.

Contact Officer: Ian Haynes – Head of Grounds and 
Environmental Services

Corporate Aim/s None
Implications:
Financial √ £7,500 – (9024/950) Available 

Funds of £27,379
Human Resources None
Operational/Service 
delivery

None 

Procedural/Legal √ None
Risk/Health and Safety √ None

1. RECOMMENDATIONS

1.1 Should Members be minded, to support the proposal that:- 

1.2 To Endorse that a maximum cost of up to £7,500.00 be allocated from 
budget heading 950 – Grounds & Environmental - 9024 – Parks/Tree 
Works; to replace the Bandstand’s balustrades and undertake a full 
redecoration.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 1951 saw the addition of the bandstand during the Festival of Britain, now one 
of the park’s iconic features the structure is quite simple, with a fair face brick 
apron with under croft accessed via a door on the south elevation. The floor is 
formed of a reinforced concrete beam and block finished with in-situ concrete 
screed. 

2.2 The perimeter balustrading and structural roof supports are formed of hardwood 
timber, and decorated. The roof is assumed to be of a timber construction but 
is weathered in a tile effect tin sheet and decorated timber fascia and soffit 
boards.



2.3 In August 2015 a condition survey of the Bandstand was under taken by 
Stockten Bradley our retained Chartered Building Surveyors, recommended 
works to replace one of the roof supporting uprights and repairs to the wooden 
balustrades were completed in 2016.

2.4 It is believed that prolonged water ingress has caused a number of the 
previously spliced balustrade sections to rot and become weakened. More 
recently, one of the cross-balustrade sections has completely failed and 
requires urgent attention.

2.5 Over the past three years a number of joinery repairs to a number of balustrade 
sections has taken place to safeguard the integrity of the structure and users.

2.6 It is believed that wooden balustrades won’t be strong enough to continue to 
take the level of misuse the bandstand has seen over the past three years. 
Therefore, it is believed that replacing the wooden balustrades with metal will 
in the long term reduce repairs and in conjunction with the replacement of the 
wooden balustrades with metal as noted above, a full redecoration scheme 
could be undertaken.

2.7 Consideration should be made to the colour scheme of the decorations as 
various colours schemes have been used over the life of the bandstand. It is 
believed that a black and gold scheme is in keeping with the Town Councils 
unofficial colours and would be in similar to the parks welcoming signs.

3. CONCLUSION

3.1 It is Officers recommendation that our much loved and enormously popular 
bandstand be given a new lease of life with an update to allow it to take the 
pressures of the modern world. Whilst still being the focal point of our vibrant 
park, echoing the sounds of brass across the footways, bedding displays.


